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SUPER BOWL

Brian Prince/ Spartan Daily
Norman Francisco celebrates a Green Bay touchdown in the first quarter of the Super
Bowl Francisco and other students watched the game in Moulder Hall on Sunday.

Super Bowl parties in dorms;
didn’t need booze for fun
The resident advisors at Markham
applied for a grant that was being
offered by the Prevention Education
Program. For promoting this anti -alcoIt was all fun and cheers in the dorms hol notion, they received $200 to fund
on Super Bowl Sunday as students their Super Bowl party. The money
watched the Denver Broncos beat the helped pay for pizza, prizes for drawings
and soft drinks.
Green Bay Packers 31-24.
While students who attended the
Students who craved a long and suspenseful game got exactly what they party in Markham Hall were exercising
a non-alcoholic Super Bowl, it was just
wanted.
"A good game is all I ever want out of the opposite at many of the downtown
bars.
the Super Bowl, but I
"Drinking and
never get it," said
football go hand-inBrian Cheek, a San
hand," said Mike
Jose State University
Curlee, a spectator
student who was at
of Sunday’s game at
planned Denver’s win was a
Sunday’s
San Jose Live’s
Super Bowl gathering
and
well
long awaited
Sports City Cafe.
at Joe West Hall.
Many students
Although the dorms deserved one.
seemed to feel relief
were filled with fans of
after the game.
both teams, a large
Lee Heitzman
"I’ve taken so
number of students
SJSU student much heat this
seemed to favor the
week from all the
underdogs.
49er fans around
"My heart is with
here," said Lee
the Broncos, but my
Holtzman, a SJSU
money is with Green
Bay," said A. J. Jennings, a resident advi- student who is originally from Denver.
sor at Markham Hall. Aside from the "Denver’s win was a long awaited and
game, there was a lot of talk in well deserved one," Heitzman said.
Not all, but many seemed to be
Markham Hall about the commercials.
"As resident advisors, we are trying to pleased with the outcome) of the game.
Daryn Berger, another spectator at
get students to recognize how persuasive
all these alcohol commercials can be and San Jose Live, said, "We wanted to see
show them that they can have just as John Elway win one of these days."
much fun without beer," Jennings said.
By Mindy Leigh (riser
Stall Writt

66

97

hie

Denver Broncos safety Tyrone Braxton hangs

on to Green Bay Packer Dorsey Levens,

( 1111(11./11/1

Spl’I tat it, the’ Of 11/S

as he scrambles for a gain.

Now the guessing game: Ads fail to entertain
Will John Elway return? fans during big game
SAN DIEGO (API - Wishful thinking by Mike Shanahan
and Terrell Davis, or an accurate reflection of John Elway’s
mindset?
The Denver coach and Super Bowl MVP believe their 37year-old quarterback will return next season.
"I would really be surprised if he retired," Shanahan said
Monday after a night of celebration.
Denver’s 31-24 victory over Green Bay was the first flit)
the franchise in five shots at the title game and ended the
AFC’s Super Bowl losing streak at 13. It also served as the
centerpiece in Elway’s brilliant career.
And he remained the focal point after what was probably
the best Super Bowl ever just as he was befiire the game
in his bid to finally win the ring that had eluded him three
previous times. The Broncos lost those Super Bowls 11987,
1988, 1990) by a total of 96 points and were 11 1/2-point
underdogs Sunday.
Davis had his heroics 157 yards on 30 carries and
three 1 -yard touchdown runs, including the winner with
1:45 left. But Elway his quest fulfilled, his NFL future
uncertain -- provided the lasting imprint.
That was even true tier his 8-year-old seen, Jack, whom
Elway carried on his shoulders into the locker resent atter
celebrating on the field tier a half-hour.
"John’s little boy got into the locker room and he. started
asking where the rings were.," Shanahan said. "We. bad tee
tell him that it will take a
months to get them See Elway, page 7

Analysis
By Aaron Williams
Spores 1 dit. or
The Super Bowl lived up to its name). The commercials failed miserably
With the game between the Denver Broncos and the
Green Bay Packers going down to the) wire, it was the
advertisements that left fans disappointed.
At a whopping $1.3 million per 30-second ad, many
companies failed to get their money’s worth.
Usually companies gee all -e )ut. either unveiling new
pneducts or campaigns, for the 120 to 130 million viewers the Super Bowl draws.
Ads leer Coca-Cola. Pontiac. Toyota and Hormel chili
were we.ak at best Coke tried tee play up the fact th,ar
can is red by tying it with a redhead theme Nienie,
Spark y ;end Red were ineffectively used tee identit t he.
cola Its ;eel [ell them lea eking like. the. red-headed stepchild tee Pepsi
P,.nt lac, which was the peistgame spe ensor. took a siert.
route and used the Road Runner-Wile E. Coy etc feud to
give play to their slogan that "wider is he
No, what is better is not using a cartoon character tee
sell your product. Children aren’t going tee buy a car
anytime soon If they wanted to hook the adults that
See Super Bowl, page 5

Polls put White House morality in question
By Jeremiah Oshan
Sic)) \Xueer

An unscientific poll conducted by the Spartan
Daily found that San Jose State students do not
believe President Bill Clinton should be impeached
even if the allegations of sexual impropriety are
true.
While 68 percent believe he had the affair with
Lowinsky, 55 percent think he told her to lie and IS
percent believe that he should be impeached.
"It’s not illegal tee have an affair," senior radio
television and film student A. J. Jennings said. "I
suppose if he obstructed justice, that’s another
issue."
An L.A. Times poll conducted on Friday and
Saturday found that 61 percent thought that asking Lewinsky to lie would force Clinton out of
office. A similar ABC poll found that 60 percent
thought that he should step down if he asked her
to lie,
"These charges do have the potential to force
Clinton’s resignation," SJSU Assistant Professor of

President Clinton: down but not out
No

Yes
Did

Clinton have an affair
with Monica Lewinsky?

Did Clinton ask Lewinsky to
lie if asked about the affair?

If the allegations are true,
should Clinton he impeached?

p

science James Brent said. "In a Senate
hearing, they don’t need to justify why they
removed a president. It’s not like a criminal case
where it has tee be proven beyond a reasonable
doubt."
While SNIT students seem to be pretty certain
that Clinton had the affair with lewinsky. an L.A.

.1.

.

- 1,11

Times poll showed that only 44 percent thought he
definitely had an affair Thirty-three percent said
he didn’t have the. affair. which was more consistent with the. 5.151 numbers IA. 32 percent
"I don’t think it’s an issue," senior history major
Todd Bussey said. "I think it’s a political vendetta
by Kenneth Starr and the. Republican party"

President ClinteeMs approval rating has also
he co falling consistently since the. scandal broke A
Newsweek poll found that his appr4wal rating was
down tee 54 percent filial a high eel 61 percent on
Jan IS 5.151’ at
aren’t so ioncerned
"People have. affairs every (hey,- stphemmre art
major Susan Mel lender said "I jUS t think it he
that he’s met responsible in marriage."
The fact that our pre.sident may lee lying tee the.
public does not seem tee come as much of a shock tee
anyone, which may he a sign of society in general,
according tee comparative religious studies
Professor Richard Keady
"It’s just a part of the. lying culture." Keady said.
"Corporatiems lie about the safety eel their products, their profit and loss margins ;end how they
are effecting the environme.nt ri.uplt in a whole
variety eel positions are lying :thing v;knous things "
Many students seemed willing to look at Clinton
as a man who cheated owl his wife, not as someone
who is trying tee deceive. a nation
"I’m fleet looking at him like. he’s the President."
senior nutrition major Jen Marks said. "This kind
of stuff happens in everyday life"

No coin, no condom;
payphone increase
takes toll on ’scoring’

Winter Olympics;
for the rich and
snowbound only
n about a month
many of us are going
to be glued to the
television watching the
Winter Olympics and
nobody I know of has
questioned why?
Let me be the first.
There isn’t one winter
event that an average
Califiwnian can go out,
spend less than $50 and
participate in, unlike the
Ir ’II. I
lot
Olympics,
Summer
which has a myriad of
sports. From beach volleyball to baseball to basketball to track, none
ft hese sports requires a lot of money or snow
to gut involved.
Thy du.sid, to having very few poor people in these Olympics will be the fluff pieces
before the event. I can just see CBS announcer Dick Button narrating a story like this:
’I lure’s NItdry, whose mother had to drive
50 miles to the nearest ice rink. If it wasn’t fin:
her mom’s lax us how could they have survived the treacherous trip from Beverly Hills
to Anaheim’
No. there won’t be any pieces about how a
sir athlete who escaped from the horror of
an inner city to propel himself or herself to
the top f II his or hr sport.
There are the rare exceptions such as San
Jost. native Rudy Galindo, who was able to
battle through the trailer parks and reach the
Olympics where he escaped with a bronze
medal in figure skating.
NA’inter C tlyinpic sports are also obscure. I
can guarantee you that none of my friends
have ,Aser gone out luging in their front yards
(Jr decided to take up curling. Whooeee! Fun
sports’ In (mt. pm lay down and slide along a
long piece of ice and the other you brush some
ice so a lug pit -ti’ if granite can stop somewhere
It makes .,.ou wonder who invented these
sports. Were t hey drunk Canadians who had
too much
And time on their hands?
Snowboarding may be one of the events
that you (ou 1,1 be poor and participate in, but
it still requires some money and access to tall
mount i is You have to buy the board and the
lift tickets and if you don’t want to pull a
Bono --- helmet.
Now. I’m not calling all winter sports weak.
There will be one sport that I’ll be watching
imil that’s figure skating. The sadist in me
likes to set’ those dolled -up Jon Benet
Ramsey -looking figure skaters fall on their
isses and in doing so throwing away thousands of di illars of their parent’s money.
Just see the Olympics fbr what it is: mostly
ambiguous sports that nobody would care
about except i’very fourth year when they
have the word "Olympics" attached.
Anthony
ts the ossIstant sports editor
fi,r the Spa rttni Daily

shll Game.

Eighties comeback should go home
udas Priest is making its triumphant return at the Fillmore
J this month.
Christ, I’m old.
As I rapidly approach 30, an age that
I used to think was ancient, I am staring
trepidly at the brutal fact that portions
of my high school days have gone out of
style and are now coming back in vogue
I lived through the decade that
Reagan destroyed; I don’t wish to do it
again.
I often look back at my Dionysian teen
years with Al Bundy-like reverence, but
that doesn’t mean I would like to see
Wham! reform and "wake me up before
they go, go" on a nostalgia tour.
My teen years were spent in a marijuana cloud,
listening to Heavy Metal and laughing at the idiotic trends of the ’80s.
What I actually remember wasn’t pretty. A trip
back would cause me to go Hinckley on someone.
I can just see the chain of events unfolding.
First, the Sugar Hill’s "Rapper’s Delight" is remade
with break dancers in the video.
Then the next thing you know, there is a glut of
"Beat Street and Breakin’ The Golden Years"
movie.
Music from the ’80s is something that never
really went out of style, especially "modern rock."
Only back in my day, an old person term, this
music was called new wave, and I hated it.
I used to mock bands like A Flock of Seagulls,
Haircut 100 and Culture Club and the "mods" who
listened to them.
As the years have passed, I have learned to
appreciate these bands and realized it was the costumed freaks that listened to these bands that I
despised.
And that is my greatest fear concerning the
return of the ’80s: the fashions.
People looking like Robert Smith of the Cure

weren’t fresh in 1986 and definitely
wouldn’t be now.
I look at pictures of me and my
friends and I think, "that must have
been some really good dope."
I don’t know what the rest of the
country was thinking, but that’s my
excuse.
My greatest fear is walking into
class and seeing all the "fine babes"
wearing their leg warmers and "Boy
Toy" medallions.
Sitting next to them are guys wearing British Flag T-shirts, parachute
pants with a bandanna around their
thighs and wearing those ridiculous
headbands.
And don’t get me started on thin leather ties.
I personally spent my time wearing my black
Iron Maiden shirt and blue jeans, laughing at anything that wasn’t loud, grinding metal.
I was Beavis and Butthead before Mike Judge
even dreamed up those buffoons.
I think I can handle anything from the ’80s
except the hairspray bands. You remember, men
that dressed in ripped fishnet and teased their
bleached hair to the moon and plastered it with 10
cans of AquaNet.
My worst nightmare is a Warrant, Poison and
Cinderella reunion show.
AS ludicrous as it might seem, I am thinking
about breaking out my black Judas Priest muscle
T-shirt, my torn jeans and spiked leather collar
and heading to the Fillmore.
Then again, I will probably just sit at home, listen to the Human League and put on my "Frankie
says Relax" shirt.
After all, I’m getting older.

EDITORIAL
companies failed to show up to a legislative
meeting about CETI.
Railroading the technology plan, which
would create a single computer platform for
the 22-campus system, is not only a bad
idea if not
shady politics but an
unwise business decision.
At a time where technology changes from
minute to minute, the 10-year contract
would have crippled the university system’s
chances to forge ahead and become a technological leader heading into the 21st century.
Incoming CSU Chancellor Charles Reed
is wise to pull back on CETI.

Jon Perez is a Spartan Daily staff writer

Aaron Williams is the Spartan Daily sports
editor. His column appears every Tuesday.

CETI delay creates welcome CSU second look
heads have prevailed.
The California State University’s
decision to postpone implementation
ot CETI. the California Education
Technology Initiative. until March marks
the first time since September, when the
$2 s billion plan was unveiled to the public,
that rational thi win has entered the picture
The CSI "s relaxed timetable was not all
its own doing. hoover Pressure from the
legislat ure. the Ca lift rn it State Employees
Association and (’S1’ faculty forced administrators ti rethink. at least temporarily,
iw badly CETI net
to g(t done,
The (’St "s business partners
GTE,
Microsoft, Fujitsu and Hughes Electronics
didn’t help ease public sentiment against
them when representatives from all four

government is
The
forcing me to have
a multitude of illegitimate children.
No, it is not by imitating the sex life of Bill
Clinton, though he could
probably give me some
insight on relations with
women.
Instead, it’s because of
the 15 cent price hike on
the use of public phones.
The problem that I
have with pay phones is
that when I actually do
have money, I never have exact change.
Even though there are many ways to come
by 35 cents, I only carry quarters.
And there lies my problem and my many
upcoming child support suits.
Life was easy when a call only cost 20 cents.
I would put in a quarter and lose 5 cents
because the machine doesn’t give change.
Before the hike, I would lose $1.50 over a
30-day span. For me, calling every day for sex
is not unfeasible.
With my tight budget, the loss of $1.50 didn’t hamper my ability to buy prophylactics.
But now that my loss is 15 cents for every
call, I lose $4.50 a month.
Guess how much a pack of prophylactics
cost? You got it, around $4.50.
This problem surfaced one night when I was
shopping. I picked up some chocolate, and all
of a sudden my libido exploded.
Naturally I went to the nearest phone and
called a girl.
She said no. I called another girl. She said
no, too.
An, but the third girl said yes.
Unfortunately, I was 45 cents short of buying ribbed condoms "for her pleasure."
In anger and frustration, I called my local
telephone company and demanded to talk to
the person responsible for preventing me from
scoring.
She told me that the government was
responsible. After inquiring if she wanted to
I
spend the night with me she said no
was in a sorry state with a bag of chocolate in
my hands.
Double that with finding out that I was
down another 15 cents, and I was a pathetic
figure who had to decide whether to do my
business.
It’s simple mind over matter, right?
We all know what I should have done, but
with the matter that composes some of the
women I know, the mind never had a chance.
So if you see me with five or nine extremely
good-looking kids, just remember, it’s the government’s fault.

Hopefully, Reed and the CSU will learn
from the first CETI fiasco and start an
open, honest dialogue with all parties that
stand to gain and lose from any technology
plan.
The fact that the CSU system is facing a
$200 million to $300 million funding gap in
the area of technology is something that
needs to be seriously addressed. But sneaking a covert plan past unsuspecting eyes is
not only unethical, but not in the spirit of
academia.
Perhaps Reed and the CSU will discover
that they don’t need an albatross, like
CETI, hanging around their necks after all.

Opinion page policies
Readers are encouraged to express themselves on the Opinion
page with a Letter to the Editor.
A Letter to the Editor is a 200-word response to an issue or
point of view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily and may
be edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length. Submissions
must contain the author’s name, address, phone number,
signature and major.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to the Editor box at the
Spartan Daily Office in Dwight Bente! Hall Room 209, sent by fax
to (408) 924-3237 or mailed to the Spartan Daily Opinion Editor,
School of Journalism and Mass Communications, San Jose State
University, One Washington Square, San Jose, CA 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of, the
Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily
reflect the views of the Spartan Daily, the School of Journalism
and Mass Communications or SJSU.

Editorials are the consensus of the
Spartan Daily editorial board.
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Writer’s view of disabled narrow-minded
Integrity? Is Aaron Williams
even sure he possesses it? In
his Wednesday column entitled "Cart dilemma bad for PGA"
Williams slams Casey Martin, a
physically disabled golfer who
wants to play on the PGA tour.
Williams clearly reveals his narrow-minded opinions but fails to
make a good case for himself. I
was appalled that a student at
San Jose State University would
approach a subject such as disabilities in professional sports in
such a half-assed manner.
First of all, like it or not,
Casey Martin has a disability
that physically makes it impossible for him to walk the golf
course during tournaments. I’m
a little unclear as to why exactly
Williams feels that by allowing
Martin to become "equal" with
the other golfers (by using a golf
cart) he somehow threatens the
"integrity" of the sport.
The only reason Williams
offers in his article is that other
golfers have played with adversi-

LETTER TO THE
EDITOR
ties. I don’t think that Ben
Hogan, Ken Venturi, Jose
Olazabal, Bill Glasson or Fred
Couples have truly experienced
the day-to-day struggles that
accompany a disability. Sure,
they have temporarily not felt
"up to par" but I don’t think that
Williams is fairly comparing the
extent or duration of disabilities.
Even more important, all the
golfers Williams listed had a
choice, something that Casey
Martin was not afforded.
Williams says, "I can only
imagine what could happen
next. Some vertically-challenged
white guy could sue the NBA to
lower the rim so he could be able
give me a
to dunk." Come on
break. Talk about politically
incorrect. There are short people
in every race not just white
people. What are Williams’

intentions here? Kind of makes
YOU wonder who has the problem.
Equal gipportunities for all is
what makes this country great.
Why should there be discrimination for those who are disabled? I
would ask Williams to set down
his pencil for a moment and really read his article. It is filled with
discrimination, bad references
and hasty opinions and borders
on racist. What Williams is fostering here is the idea that only
and
the "perfect" can compete
that’s not fair.
Loretta L. Shows
Public Relations

Today
KSJS FM
Radio station KSJS meetings are held every
Tuesday at 6 p.m. in the University Theatre or
HGH 130. Come learn how you can be on the air
or behind the scenes of a real radio station. No
experience necessary. For more information, call
(408) 924-4549.

Wednesday
Asian American Christian Fellowship
Attend the first meeting of the semester at
7:30 p.m. in the Student Union’s Almaden Room.
For more information, call David at (408) 2657442
Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily mass is held from 12:05 - 12:35 p.m. at
John XXIII Center (across from SJSU theatre) on
San Fernando Street. For more information, call
Ginny at (408) 938-1610.
Delta Sigma Pi
Meet the chapter at 7:30 p.m. in the Student
Union’s Guadalupe Room. For more information,
call David Boeker at (408) 995-5596.
Episcopal Canterbury Community
Enjoy a free dinner and an open and lively discussion from 5:30 - 7 p.m. in the Student Union’s
Pacheco Room. Everyone’s welcome. For more
information, call Anna at (408) 293-2401.
M.E.ChA.
The the first official meeting of the semester
starts at 2:30 p.m. in the Chicano Resource
Center.

No smooth sailing for Spielberg

PARIS (AP)
After failing to stop Steven
Spielberg’s "Amistad" from opening in the United
States, novelist Barbara Chase-Riboud is threatening to block its Feb. 25 premiere in France.
The writer, who claims Spielberg plagiarized
her 1989 novel "Echo of Lions," is awaiting a possible settlement in California, her lawyer said.
"If there is no settlement by Tuesday, we will
file suit in France," Pierre F’ontaneau said.
"Amistad" chronicles an 1839 slave-ship
mutiny and the resulting landmark legal case,
argued by John Quincy Adams before the
Supreme Court.
Last month, a U.S. judge refused to stop the
movie’s premiere. In the meantime, she is pressing ahead with her $10 million copyright
infringement lawsuit.

Posh Spice trades frown for smile

LONDON (AP) -- For once, Posh Spice turned
her frown upside down.
Victoria Adams, the 23-year-old Spice Girl
known for her nearly constant pout, was all
smiles in announcing her engagement to English
soccer star David Beckham.
Newspapers reported Monday that Beckham,
22, who plays for Manchester United and is also
on the English national team, proposed to Miss
Adams on Saturday.
Miss Adams smiled for photographers Sunday
as she showed off her diamond ring. She gave
Beckham a diamond -encrusted gold band in
return.

Madonna’s next film scheduled

LOS ANGELES (API
Madonna is expected
to play a woman reconciling with her AIDSstricken brother in her first starring role since
"Evita."
The entertainer agreed to star in "The Red
Door," directed by Mattia Karel, a week after participating in a reading of the script alongside
Stockard Charming and Rod Steiger, Daily
Variety reported Monday.
Madonna plays a woman who, with her brother, endured an abusive childhood at the hands of
their father. The siblings drift apart but reconcile
when he becomes sick with AIDS.
Production is scheduled to begin by summer.

Pavarotti ’s blood pressure soars

NEW YORK ( API
Luciano Pavarotti was
resting at home Monday after experiencing a
dizzy spell during a performance at the
Metropolitan Opera over the weekend.
Pavarotti, 62, had a sudden spike in his blood
pressure Sunday while singing the final number
in the first act of Verdi’s "Luisa Miller," said his
manager, Herbert Breslin.
Pavarotti’s voice faded a bit, but he appeared to
have regained his strength by the end of the
piece.
Joseph Volpe, general manager of the Met, told
the audience that Pavarotti had "experienced an
episode of light-headedness."
"He feels he can continue," Volpe said. "I will
not allow it.
By the time Pavarotti reached his New York
apartment, his blood pressure was normal.
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Spartan Bookstore
Jan. 26-30
9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Re-Entry Advisory Program
Join the brown bag lunch/welcome back party
from noon to 1:30 p.m. in the Student Union’s
Pacheco Room. For more information, call Jane
Byrd at (408) 924-5950.
SJSU Mariachi Workshop
Registration begins at 6:30 p.m. in the Music
Building lobby, followed by classes from 7 - 9:30

p.m. Learn to play and sing traditional mariachi
music and earn one unit credit. For more information, call (408) 924-4675 or 924-4701.

Thursday
A. S. Election Board

Learn how to run for student government at
the candidate information session from 4:30 5:30 p.m. in the Student Union’s Costanoan
Room. For more information, call Alicia Restivo at
(408) 924-5955.
Hispanic Business Association
Attend the general meeting from 5 - 6:30 p.m.
in the Student Union’s Council Chambers. For
more information, call Maribel at (408) 949-7031.
Le Cercle Francais
Attend the French Club’s first meeting of the
semester at Jazzland near MacQuarrie Hall. For
more information, call Kim Narbeth at (408) 9241660.
SJSU Police Cadet Program
Check out the open house recruitment drive
from 6 - 8 p.m. in the Student Union’s Costanoan
Room. For more information, call (408) 924-2238.

Friday
A. S. Campus Recreation

The intramural basketball and outdoor soccer
registration deadline is 4 p.m. in the A. S. business office. For more information, call Jeff
Stinson at (408) 924-6266.
Chinese Mandarin Bible Fellowship
Enjoy the welcome party at 1:30 p.m. in the
Student Union’s Costanoan Room. For more
information, call Linda at (408) 298-3249.
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students,
faculty and staff The deadline for entries is noon, three
days before desired publication date. Entry forms are
available in the Spartan Daily Office.

Quotefor the day:
A younger woman and an older woman were .lking along when the older woman picked up a frog
on the road.
The frog said. "Kiss me, and I’ll turn into a handsome prince."
The older woman put the frog in her jacket and walked on. The younger woman couldn’t believe it.
She said, "What do you think you’re doing?"
Replied the older woman, "At my age, I’d rather have a talking frog."
Anonymous

Social Science Department
OPEN CLASSES - Spring 1998
’AAS 20(1)
’AAS 20 (2)
’AAS 20 (3)
’AAS 25(1)
’AAS 33A (2)
’AAS 33A (3)
’AAS 33B (3)
’AAS 33B (4)
’AAS 33B (5)
AAS 125 (1)
AAS 175(1)
AAS 190(1)
AAS 191 (1)
AAS 193 (1)
AAS 193 (3)
AAS 195(1)
CP
CP
CP
CP

190(1)
191 (1)
193 (1)
193 (3)

TR
TR
MW
MWF
MWF
TR
TR
TR
TR
INTERNSHIP
TR
TR
TR
INTERNSHIP
TR
TR

0900-1015
1330-1445
1330-1445
1030-1120
1330-1420
1900-2145
1200-1315
1330-1445
1800-2045
1200-1315
1030-1145

DMH 234
BC 210
DMH 162
SCI 164
WSQ 207
DMH 234
DMH 164
WSQ 207
DMH 227
DMH 162
IS 113

1200-1315
1030-1145
1800-2045
1500-1615

DMH
DMH
DMH
DMH

347
234
226A
162

MLALANIZ
LK HALL
A FRIDAY
RC JIMENEZ
HJ GUTIERREZ
SG DOI
AY YAMATO
AY YAMATO
WL NG
E HABAL
HD DO
AY YAMATO
WL NG
LA HELMBOLD
VM BYERLY
JS FRANKS

0900-1015
1030-1145
1800-2045

DMH 162
DMH 234
DMH 226A

MR POLATNICK
LK HALL
LA HELMBOLD
VM BYERLY

’SOCS 15(1)
’SOCS 100W (1)
’SOCS 100W (2)
’SOCS 100W (4)
’SOCS 100W (5)
’SOCS 100W (6)
SOCS 177 (1)
SOCS 178(1)
SOCS 190 (1)
SOCS 193 (1)
SOCS 193 (3)
SOCS 194 (1)
SOCS 195 (1)
SOCS 195 (3)
SOCS 297 (1)

TR
TR
TR
MWF
MWF
M
MWF
w
INTERNSHIP
TR
W
TR
TR
MWF
W

1030-1145
0900-1015
1030-1145
0930-1020
1130-1220
1800-2045
1230-1320
1700-1945

DMH 227
DMH 164
BC 210
DMH 162
DMH 162
DMH 162
DMH 234
DMH 167

1030-1145
1800-2045
1330-1445
1500-1615
1030-1120
1800-2045

DMH 234
DMH 226A
BC 219
DMH 149A
DMH 234
HGH 223

*WOMS 10(1)
’WOMS 10(2)
’WOMS 10 (3)
’WOMS 10)4)
’WOMS 20 (1)
’WOMS 20)2)
’WOMS 20)3)
’WOMS 101 II)
’WOMS 101 (2)
WOMS 107 (1)
WOMS 131 (1)
WOMS 169 (1)
WOMS 175(11
WOMS 185 (1)
WOMS 190(1)
woms 192(1)
WOMS 193 (1)
WOMS 193 (3)
WOMS 201B (1)

TR
TR
MWF
MWF
TR
TR
MW
TR
MWF
TR
M
NA
MWF
MWF
INTERNSHIP
w
TR
W
R

0730-0845
1500-1615
0830-0920
1130-1220
0900-1015
1330-1445
1330-1445
1200-1315
0930-1020
1630-1745
1800-2045
1800-2045
0830-0920
1230-1320

DMH 234
DMH 234
DMH 234
DMH 234
DMH 234
BC 210
DMH 162
DMH 234
DMH 234
DMH 355
BC 122
DMH 234
DMH 231
DMH 162

1800-2045
1030-1145
1800-2045
1800-2045

DMH
DMH
DMH
DMH

348
234
226A
234

DG ASQUITH
RR LANE
SH CHOI
JS BOYD
RR LANE
RR LANE
HJ GUTIERREZ
WM HANNA
MR POLATNICK
LA HELMBOLD
VM BYERLY
HD DO
HD DO
K POETHIG
HD DO
JS BOYD
LK HALL
VM BYERLY
VM BYERLY
ML ALANIZ
LK HALL
A FRIDAY
MR POLATNICK
K POETHIG
S MCTIGHE
JJ RYCENGA
LR HELMBOLD
JS BOYD
VM BYERLY
MR POLATNICK
MR POLATNICK
LA HELMBOLD
VM BYERLY
MR POLATNICK
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Taster’s
Choice
By Andrew Hussey
Entertainment/Lifestyle Editor

Red Bull Energy Drink

According to the label, Red Bull contains
Taurine, an amino acid that "revitalizes body
and mind." After pounding this 8.3 ounce drink,
I felt slightly revitalized but I think that it may
have been because of the caffeine, which is also
an ingredient. Clean high but with a little tightening of the chest that could be considered
uncomfortable. As far as taste, Red Bull is reminiscent of a carbonated Gatorade or Powerade
with an acidic aftertaste that really sticks to the
back of your throat.

Nescafe
This cold, coffee beverage comes in many
palate-pleasing flavors such as French Vanilla
and Mocha. Lots of sugar to go with the caffeine
in this one, so your high comes fairly quick and
then leaves mad. Regular coffee drinkers may
like this one as a change of pace. It also made my
eyes tired for some inexplicable reason.

Jolt Cola
This drug of choice for junior high kids has
been keeping dentists in business for a long
time. Having "all the sugar and twice the caffeine" as regular sodas, Jolt is the heavyweight
of caffeinated sodas and it’ll hit you like one, too.
Makes your hands shake and you can feel your
heart booming in your chest. Tastes like a regular soda but with a metallic aftertaste. Maybe
with a little rum...?
h

l’hoto
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Doctor Chan’s High Potency
Ginseng Extract

t,Iti Doily

No, I didn’t make this one up and I’m not sure
anyone could. Tastes like a shot of something
really bad and as an added bonus, it comes in a
tinted, glass vial that looks like it should hold
crack. Contains both ginseng extract and 4.9
percent alcohol, a curious blend of stimulant and
depressant, A subtle high that comes in two flavors, strawberry and mocha.

What goes up must come down
Students discover highs and lows of stimulated learning
By Mindy Leigh Geiser
ST.itt Wrio r
Although the bookstore has been
giving out free samples of Vivarin all
week, using such a stimulant may be
somewhat more costly.
"I felt hyper, shaky, irritable and
annoyed with everyone and everything. It’s like your brain is going
and going but your body can’t keep
up," said San Jose State University
alumna Vadi Salinas, who used
Vivarin when she was commuting
from Hollister to San Jose.
Central nervous system stimulants have a direct effect on the
brain. according to Dr. Robert Latta,
director of the Student Health
Center They stimulate the central
cortex of the brain, producing an
increase in alertness and a decrease
in drowsiness.
"They also cause an increase in
respiration and can be harmful if
used on a frequent basis," Latta said.
The active ingredient in pills such
as Vivarin and NoDoz is caffeine.
Each tall contains 200 mg. of caffeine. According to Latta, one cup of
coffee contains 60-100 mg. of caffeine
and a caffeinated soft drink has
about 25 mg.
"A toxic dosage of caffeine would
REALITY CHECK (N)
by Dave Whamond
aDEPeorYHILE. Al 1VIE
Ovum,* STcNES TotR!
mr,y, NAN 101(1.11:r
114ERE Co* &AO
mEINAUCIL (AN&
Ale MAK,

I
it.i said.
because I feel like it gives me more
Toxic opah- that only five pills energy. I have three to thin- classes in
could result to -,vere reactions and a row and it helps nil’ pay attention,"
possibly death
said Darren Kniph.r. a computer sciSuch over medicating is easy, ence major.
according to the -4. who have taken
Some students have experienced
such stimulant,
side effects if they do not have their
"Corning oft of them is hell daily dose ()nava.
because yai
"I drink a
cup of coffee
drag
and
can’t do an
pretty much
thing active
every
day
until you take
because I like
Regardless of how they
m ore.
the taste but
Salinas said
also because
made
me
feel,
they
did
1.I(
Gann
I
get
a
is an aviat ri what I needed them to do.
headache if I
vii
don’t .- said
major
used Vivarin
I) a n a
Yadi
Salinas
once during
Chahidi,
a
San Jose State University alumna azzland
"I took a
(’offee cuscouple of pills
tiimer.
and
drank
While
coffee along
some people
with them," Gann said After being may drink coffee for the taste,
up for 20 hours, he thin slept for two Jazzland employee Grant Ishizaki
days straight.
said that he rarely sells decaffeinatLike their pill -popping counter- ed coffee.
parts, many students on campus who
"We sell a large majority of our
drink coffee regularly said it was coffee in the morning and not very
mostly because of the caffeine con- much of those sales are decaf,"
tent.
Ishizaki said.
"I drink a cup every morning
Ishizaki said he recognizes many
Is’ 1000 cr
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Registration
Deadline
Jan. 30, 1998

Jamba Juice RedHawk Cafe
Dining Commons Student Union
Pub University Room

Don’t Wait!
The Power of Knowledge

Test Date
Feb. 21, 1998

lumens
Global

11,111.1,0u
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$2 r

ins. Fre. I.r.

of the same students coming in every
morning to buy their daily cup of coffi.e.
"We have a lot of regulars here,"
Ishizaki said.
Regular caffeine consumers
whether their caffeine is in liquid or
pill timm - may also experience an
increased tolerance, thereby negating any effects and causing students
to increase their dosage.
"One problem with taking these
kinds of pills or coffee) is that you
can build up your tolerance level and
after a while it requires a higher
amount of caffeine to affect you at
all," Latta said.
It is unwise to consume high
amounts of caffeine, according to
Latta, and he would discourage the
use of these stimulants.
Many students who have tried
stimulants describe their experience
as a negative one.
"I just fidt sick after taking them.
My stomach felt queasy and I had to
take Its of Advil to get rid of my
headache," Salinas said.
Despite this, Salinas said she
would take them again if she felt she
needed to.
"Regardless of how they made me
feel, they did what I needed them to
do," Salinas said.

Its.

$25 fee
Pay at cashier’s office
Wahlquist Central

NoDoz
A staple of long-distance truckers and latenight study sessions, NoDoz offers 200 mg, of
caffeine in an easy to swallow, coated caplet. Not
much nausea but lots of stomach bloating and
cramping. If you want to be awake all night farting and burping, this is the stimulant for you.
Excellent level of alertness and you’ll be up and
at ’em for a good 2-3 hours.
Vivarin
The granddaddy of stimulants. Like NoDoz,
Vivarin is 200 mg. of caffeine. Unlike NoDoz, it
didn’t make my stomach overly upset but it did
make my hands shake uncontrollably. After
making me tired for the first 15 minutes, I took
off like a rocket ship and didn’t land for a good
three hours. The landing was a little rough, however. Don’t operate any bulldozers after taking
this as you may feel the uncontrollable urge to
topple buildings and do doughnuts in the nearest parking lot.
The Spartan Daily does not condone or
encourage the use of stimulants in any form. If
you choose to use these drills, please do so
responsibly. Testing occurred over four days.

hang ten,
earn six*

All Positions Available
Great Discounts
Flexibile Hours
Easy Commute - on campus
No Experience Necessary
- we will train

’

PorPol. lInst

English. Fiend). Chinese.
Talking Translator $99
256K R Electronic Personal
Organucr $69
121,1KB hmince [’Linnet -- $ 5 9
www.DFS-Notahop.com
00111385461

Up Time Herbal Power

A pill containing ginseng and chinese green
tea, Up Time is a caffeine-free alternative to coffee that actually offers a substantial buzz. Lots
of nervous energy that makes it tough to focus
on multiple tasks but it’s probably a good studying drug if the subject is not too complex.

summer session, ha4bai1

Please Apply at:
Spartan Shops Dining
Services
Administration Office
Old Cafeteria (Building 37)
Job Hotline: 924-1876

’6 weeks. 6 credits, about $2,200 including tuition, room &
board, books, and airfare.
Term 1 May 26-July 2 Term 2- July 6-August 14
www summer hawaii.edu
toll -free 1 (800) 862-6628
111
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Spartans win, make rugby history
Francisco.
"Our passes worked so well,"
Cumine said.
The Banana Slugs did eventually get on the board when Carol
Soppe ran in a try, only after the
game was already out of reach.
Perhaps the biggest accomplishment of the day was just the
By Jeremiah Oshan
fact that the game was played at
Staff Writer
all. Just two years ago there
were only three women’s teams
The thought of rugby general- in the area; now there are nine.
ly brings to mind visions of big, Besides SJSU and UCSC, Santa
burly men running around with- Clara University, Stanford,
out the protection of pads or hel- Humboldt, CSU Monterey Bay,
mets, laying bone crushing hits, UC Davis, UC Berkeley and the
in some far off European coun- University of Nevada-Reno all
field teams.
try.
Finding the players has also
But rugby has more participants than any other college been difficult. Only about 20
sport, and while there were no women have shown serious
men, there was no shortage of interest, and before Saturday no
hard hits in this game played by more than 11 had ever shown up
the San Jose State University for a game.
The image of rugby being a
women’s rugby team.
SJSU has had a men’s team tough game coupled with the
for twenty years, but Saturday lack of exposure and the difficulwas the first home game for ty of getting serious interest in
their female counter-parts. It any club at SJSU has hurt
was also their first game to be recruiting, according to several
played with a full 15-player ros- players. One player hoped to dispel the notion that rugby is only
ter.
"Its time has come," SJSU for the big and strong.
"It may be a contact game,"
Women’s Rugby Coach Karl
Laucher said, who coincidentally said junior Jeanne Robless, 20,
was on the first men’s team 20 "but it’s more of a mind game."
Most, if not all, the girls on the
years ago.
Their successful home debut team had never even heard of
let alone played the
brought their record to 4-2, as rugby
only three months ago.
they beat the UC Santa Cruz game
"The tackling never really
Banana Slugs 20-5.
"We’ve taken a couple of bothered me," Robless said.
"The hitting came really natuwhoopin’s," Laucher said. They
Angela
ex-wrestler
lost to UC San Diego 32-0 and to rally,"
Medina said.
Stanford 28-0.
"The men play much more of a
After spending most of the
first half in muddy Banana Slug smash mouth kind of game,"
territory, Christina Francisco Laucher said. "The women are
scored the first of her two tries much more sound fundamental(the equivalent to a touchdown) ly"
Though the rules are exactly
midway through the half. She
now holds the school record with the same as the men’s game,
six. The score came at the end of there are definite differences in
a long drive and ended when the style of play.
Laucher credits fundamentals
Spartans missed the conversion.
Next to get on the scoreboard and the lack of testosterone with
was Su Cumine, who made sev- contributing to the lack of any
eral great moves and broke a serious injuries in any of the six
couple tackles on her way to pay- games. Evidence he points to
dirt. Cumine, a graduate stu- that makes the game accesible to
dent, had to get the permission anyone.
After all is said and done, the
of the opposing coach to play.
She would later get another game ends and the important
score after a series of wonderful stuff begins.., the ever famous
passes from Marisol Perez and after-party.
"Rugby cannot exist without

SJSU claims
first women’s
match 20-5
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Super Bowl: Ads fall
short of the game
Continued from page 1
remembered the cartoon, they
would have had the coyote catching and grilling the roadrunner.
Toyota’s ad with Steve Young
and his friend with a tiny bladder was not only old, but unfunny to boot.
Hormel’s attempt to be hip
and extreme fell short of the
mark. If given more airtime,
Hormel could be the Sunny
Delight of the ’90s.
Several companies spent
their money very well, however.
The best ad of the whole telecast was the Lipton Iced Tea ad
featuring claymation figures of
and
George
Babe
Ruth
Steinbrenner. Ruth, in one of his
post-party hangovers, was given
a Lipton and proceeded to not
only hit Steinbrenner with a bat
but recreate the famous called
shot.
The Tabasco ad featuring a

vont GeV’!"
e-.
4.c." ji

man dumping the hot sauce on
his pizza was classic. A mosquito
landed on him and extracted
some blood only to explode as it
is flying away.
The Budweiser lizard/frog
feud was played out to a mildly
funny ending. The frogs lived
after Louie the Lizard paid "a
ferret to do a weasel’s job."
Doritos went after the gratuitous sex angle with a nimble
bimbo eating the new 3-D
Doritos shot out of a dryer.
Seinfeld’s Michael Richards was
his usual Kramer-self in a
Tommy Hilfiger spot and Pepsi
scored with the sky-surfing
goose.
Bud Light stole the show with
its ads about the pool-playing
chicken and the men hiding in
the clothes rack as their wives
tried on clothes.

left seminal
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All of last semester’s accounts are still active.
Even last semester’s user names and passwords
that have not yet been activated are still valid.
Need more info? Pick up a brochure at the Help Desk, call 921-2377 or log ilk)
http:/Nsww.eleu.edu/depte/neetel/
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Women’s Hoops

San Jose State University
women’s basketball team lost its
ninth straight game to Colorado
State University 70-56 in a non conference game Thursday at
the Event Center.
An 81-66 loss to Fresno State
University Saturday extended
the teams losing streak to 10
games.
The Spartans and Rants
played a close game in the first
half with neither team generating much offense. Nearly nine
minutes into the contest, both
teams had scored16 points,
between them. Mid-way through
the first half SJSU led 13-9.
Colorado State picked up the
pace toward the end of the’ half
leading 24-18 before going into
the locker room up 27-26.
In the second half. CSIT started to run away. They left SJSU
in the dust amassing an 18-point
lead, 57-39, before taking the
game by 14. SJSU’s problem was

shooting the ball from all places.
The Spartans missed 51 of 73
field goals, 20 of 22 three-point
attempts and 15 of 25 free
throws.
Natasha Johnson led the
Spartans with 14 points and
Erin Irving added 10 in the loss.
The Spartans loss at Fresno
continues the road woes for the
team. They are 0-9 away front
the Event Center.
Irving paced the Spartans
with 18 points, a career-high, in
the loss and Johnson added 15.
The Spartans are 4-7 overall
and 0-7 in WAC play.
They play Thursday against
San Diego State at the Event
Center. Game time’ is 7:30 p.in

Women’s Tennis
The Spartans dropped a WAC
match to Hawaii 7-2, Monday it
the Los Gatos Racquet Club.
Liz Marpuri was the lone.
Spartan single’s winner defeating the Rainbow Wahines’ Petra

The Foreign Languages
Department has several
classes still open In:

Use your free SJSU student computer account
to surf the net and send and receive e-mail.
All you need to do is to bring the User name and password you
have been assigned through the mail, along with your student ID.
to the Washington Square Computer Lab or the Help Desk In
Room 213 of the Instructional Resources Center (IRC). If you
have not received any Information in the mail, simply bring your
student ID and Social Security Number to the Help Desk and you
will receive your computer account name and your Initial pass
word.

f1.fSp. I/ trIn

SJSU female rugby player Kelly Martinez anticipates a tackle during Saturday’s game against University of California Santa Cruz. The
Spartans won the season opener 20-5.
the parties," Laucher said.
friends. The common tie: rugby
when Ns wpmen. cerepete for a seem content to simply enjoy the
Once the game ends the two
SJSU rugby receives very lit- college national title undtir the competition itid good company
teams come together for pizza, tle money from the school, no lights of Spartan Stadium, but of their fellow rugby players.
drinks, and songs. The home scholarships, no major recogni- he realizes that day is not near.
In other rugby action, the
team provides the food, while the tion, few spectators and a sole
"Rugby is the most electrify- men’s team beat ITC Santa Cruz
visitors sing a host of songs.
sponsor
Pizza Jack’s who ing sport," Laucher said, "with to capture. the McBeth Cup. bestBoth teams sit together talk- gives them a discount on pizza.
the worst marketing."
ing the Banana Slugs 15-0.
ing, not like opponents, but like
Laucher dreams of the day
For now, he and his players

*Good for careers in international
business, government, teaching, travel,
or higher education
"We also offer Individualized Learning
Programs
"Generous scholarships are available to
eligible students majoring or minoring
in a foreign language

Chinese
French
German
Hebrew
Italian
Japanese
Latin
Portuguese
Russian
Spanish

Call for more information 924-4602 or
visit us In the department office Sweeney Hell 219

Holma 6-1, 6-3.
Daisy Hurst eSJSUI lost to
6-4, 6-4,
Michelle. Badman
Michelle Mitre ISJSIT lost to
e 6-3. 6-4: Amy
Lynn Novack
Bankston eSJSU e lost to Suzie
Heather
Saunders I ’I
Klein (5.151’ lost to Natalie lain
(tfile 64, 6-3 and
Mia
5.151’
lost to
Mashayekh
6 0.6-I)
Georgina Sete, el
In doubles play. the team of
Marpuri-Hurst ,S.ISI’i defeated
folma-Saunders team 8-2.
Th, matm-liankstun team
SJSU dropped their match to
Novack-Lim 8-4 and Klein- Anna
Rut ka SJSI lost 8-3 to Nalani
Cruz and Radman
The Spartans’ loss drops them
to 1-I ern the season. S.ISI T’s next
match is :tgainst the Gauchos eel
CC Santa Barbara Ferh 8 at
Santa Barbara

Women’s Gymnastics

Friday 186.325 to 180.275.
SJSU
gymnast
Hawle
Almstedt came in third in the.
All -Around with a score of 36.45
Fullerton’s Gracie Millard came.
in first with a 36.975 Carrissa
Meduiros finished the. All Around at :35 950 for 5.1S1’
Al mstedt was the e ly
Spartan to win an event. tying
Acosta with et 9 625 in the vault
SJSU’s high score on the
uneven hers was Almstedt with
a 9.40 fiellemed by beanie Ole eg
with
9 32 Tracy Kautz had
the 5,151’ high score on the teal
mice beam with a 8.90
Mtideirii-i had a 9 175 en the.
floor trxeerci,e tee pace. the.
Spartans
The Spartans next meet is
Saturday at 7A0 p m at the
Spartan lvm
it
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San Jose, Costa Rica

$589

Paris $398 New York $289
Bangkok $685
in.011.111

Tnerl
es.s.s.b.merrsommers....,
530 Bush St., Ground Fl.
’San Francisco
919 Irving St., #101
San Francisco
194 University Avenue, Suite 200
Palo Alto -
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(415) 421.34731
(415) 566-6222
650) 325-3888
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SJSU laps Northridge 149-131
ft Jon Pere.
s, Ill \X rat

NH, 1). iii
I rill, Rai
Seidoi infielder Kyle Richardson, 20, congratulates a member of
S a; Jose State University Alumni baseball team after the
.; defeated the Alumni 17-1 Saturday at Municiple Stadium

!laseball waxes alumni
in preparation for WAC
Kesin W. tiecteman
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The Sport MIS of the past
Davis and Anthony Chavez
now in the Anaheim Angels
organization) were held to a
combined 1 for 6.
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Spartans prepare for WAC
The defending Western
Athletic Conference Western
Division champion Spartans
have a legacy to live up to.
The 1997 Spartans finished
38-21 (20-10 WA( I and made it
to the second round of the WA(’
Tournament.
Returning players from that
team include the entire outfield
(John Lauderdale in left, Scott
Lewis in center and Todd
Duncan in right,: 1)11 Rob
Douglass. the double -play combination (sfclind baseman Tony’
James and shortstop Brian
Forman it MI -turned -first -baseman Kyle Richardson: and pitchPamus, Stiye
ers Javier
Carrieri. and Christian C),)ippr.
who will form the starting rotation.
))1,,tacles
Spartan,
The
include FreS11,,
Fresno State
St ate and
has what Spartan coach Sam
Piraro termed the hest pitching
rotation in the country: the
Aztecs are returning a lot of
starters from last year, and the
Rainbow Warriors aro a perennial powerhouse.
"The division we’re in is
extremely challenging.- Piraro
said. "You’re going to be fighting
1)ir your life every weekend "
The Spartans open their season against San Francisco State
l’inversity at 2:00 p.m. today at
:Municipal Stadium.
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"I was totiilly outplayed and
totally dominated the first set:
Davenpf,rt said "I had to fight
really hard the first tysii games
of’ t second set, because I could
easily have been down 3 -love."
N11
haS hit the ball its
hard and deep against her,
Davenport said, except Seles
%%11,1, :dle was 1111 till’11111 of her
value And Till me has beaten her
as hi -t in a set, Davenport
added. except Graf
way she played vvas
wallet:lid that first set: said
Daf)nport. who is seeking to
add her first ()rand Slam title to
her most treasured title, the
1996 Olympic gold "But it’s
tough to keep that up.
Sometimes you only get worse,
and that’s what I hoped would
happen."

While !mist teams celebrate
and relax after winning.
Spartans swims laps.
After beating Cal State
Northridge 149-131 last Friday
at home, the San Jose State
University Women’s Swimming
team spent about 10 in
cooling down.
"We have a hard workout
tomorrow. said SJS1’ Assistant
( ’oach Eric Steidillger "Then "s
no rest. We’ve been training
extremely hard and the kids
have really stepped it up.Sophomore Gretchen (look
and junior Elin Carlsson
anchored a strong team effiirt,
which has been the key to their
success all season long.
In her first race, the 200meter butterfly, Cook didn’t
make it a contest by beating
Northridge swimmer Michelle
Morris by four seconds with the
time of 2:11.26, an eternity in
swimming.
It was the second race
though, that showed the type of
athlete she is.
In the 100-meter butterfly
Morris jumped to a quick lead
in the first three laps.
By the middle of the first lap
Cook started to maki. her niove.
At the turn of the fourth and
final lap Cook and Morris were
matching each other stroke for
stnike , until Cook broke away
beating Morris by 1.27 seconds
with a 1:00.28 finish time.
Garlsson exemplifies the
Ii am’s hard work and training.
which includes two hours every
afternoon. four 1 hour and 15
minute morning workouts and
three hours on Saturday. by
being the team’s top long
tance swimmer.
She dominated the 500 and
1000 -meter freestyle with the
times of 5:09.32 and 1023.63
Even though Nort nudge
swept the 200 -meter Medley
Relay imd 400-meter Freestyle
Relay. the Spartans won eight
of the 15 events.
On the diving side. SJSU’s
tandem of freshmen. Leila
Aldridge infl Cathy Sutton,
continued to fine tune their
dives for possible NCAA
Nat Mimi and Zone berths,
respectively.
Aldridge, who already quali-

B11.111 h

I’

Spill (tin 140

Cathy Sutton performs a dive on the 3 -meter board in competition Friday against Cal State
Northridge. Sutton placed second behind her teammate Leila Aldridge.
lied for the zones,
room for Fresno State at 11 a.m. Tully and Steidinger are fbcusSaturday, at tlif) SJS1’ Aquatic ing not only on Fresno, but on
improvement.
Athletic
Western
"My appniach is definitily Center, will determine her sta- the
Conference Championships in
my weak point," said Aldridge. tus
"Cathy is a tough competi- February.
-If I had that di iwn. my scores
"I’m very excited to see it all
tor-said 5.1511 Assistant Coach
would definitely go up.Sutton is still in contention Bill Boos. -I think she did an come together at the end: said
Steidinger.
to qualify for the zones. Her per- outstanding job today "
ich Lou
Interim Head
tbrinance at the meet against

Martin gets trial date in fight against PGA
Now
EUGENE.
that Casey Martin’s lawsuit
seeking to ride a cart on the pro
golf tour has been cleared to go
to trial, the PGA Tour is falling
back to its basic argument: that
walking is an essential part of
the game.
"There still is the issue of
whither what Mr. Martin is asking for will fundanient ally alter
the game," PGA Tour tittorney
William Maledon said Monday
after losing a bid to have

THIS SUMMER

Martin’s lawsuit dismissed.
But Martin seems to have a
V.1 -11th of public sentiment, as
well as Nike’s powerful swoosh,
behind him. The trial is scheduled to begin next Monday.
Martin. 25, was horn
with a rare circulatory disorder
in his right leg that makes it
painful for him to walk.
Acting on a nmtion for Slimmary judgment, U.S. Magistrate
Thomas Coffin nijected the PGA
Tour’s arguments that it is

Do SOMETHING DIFFERENT...

with
exempt from the Art 11111
Disabilities Act because it is it
private entity. Also at issue is
whether the PGA Tour has the
legal right to make its own rules
for competition.
-What is the PGA Tour? It is
an organization formed to provide and operate tournaments
for the economic benefit of its
members.- ’iiffin said. It is part
of the entertainment industry,
just as all professional sports
are."

Cidlin added that, just like a
private school, the part of a golf
course "inside the ropes" during
a tournament may exclude the
public, but remains an area
requiring a "public accommodation" under the law.
"I’m grateful," Martin said if
the ruling as he limped out of
the courtroom. His attorneys
advised him to limit his comments to keep his words from
being used against him at his
trial.

Spring & Summer
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EMPLOYMENT

Bunac Offers Full Time U.S.
Students/Graduating Seniors:
Government approved student work permits
London & Edinburgh resource centers for
advice support, accommodation & Job Listings
Active social program
A resume to stand out from the crowd
CAti /-100-60-8M40
BUN/IC

OR MORf /ft/f0
PO SOX

49 sourm
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YWCA Villa Nueva
Now Enrolling for Extended
Evening and Saturday
Drop-in and On -going Child Care

A
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Drop-in Hours:
Monday-Thursday
6pm-11pm
Friday
epm-Midnight
Saturday
Sam-Midnight
1.1107101,16

We provide a fun, safe and nurturing environment
for kids Whether you work the swing shift or wish
to go to the theatre, symphony, dinner, shopping, or
attend evening classes We take care of the kids so
you can take care of you!

1 hr. FREE

vf

For more ontormalion CAll

YWCA

’sac" cars yaw,
Kathy Sara at 405-216-4011, int. 237.
Converoently located at V.11.1 NI10,1
17r, Sooth Mord Si

Downlown San
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yosemite Concession Services Corp.
otters you Ihc opportunity to live & work in
one 01 the world’s most beautiful sites. The
-Yoseniiie Experience" is a tradition of exceptional guest
sersice it you have the ability to work hard and smile,
now is your chance In min our team.
’scirting dates are between April & May tor seasonal& year
,inind. toll lane positions
We are currently accepting applications fora variety of positions
111 .111 arias of hospitality set vice in our hotels, restaurants, retail
& recreational facilities [lousing provided for applicant only.
11W further information and application, rail or write.
Yasemite

4.)ncession Services Corp.
ILK. Department
P.O. Box 578. Yosemite, ( ’A 95389
(209)372-1236
.11..111hr Latrt I b. pre rePpl.qment ,trup oc.n/
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Elway: Finally gets his ring
Continued from page 1
Elway, who has had a variety of injuries
to his shoulder and arm, plans to take a
few weeks off to think about his future,
then talk to Shanahan and owner Pat
Bowlen about a possible 16th season.
He is financially set, having netted
approximately $80 million by selling his
seven Denver-area car dealerships to
Wayne Huizenga, owner of the NFL’s
Miami Dolphins, baseball’s Florida
Marlins and the NHI.Js Florida Panthers.
But Shanahan noted that Elway has
considered retirement after the past three
or four seasons. And his teammates believe
- hope? - he will be back to help them seek
a second straight title.
"I told him that he’d better not retire,"
Davis said.
Shanahan ended up making what
sounded like a plea.
"Do you retire just because you win a
championship?" he asked. "If he’s playing
at a competitive level, why not come back."
As for the game, the main question concerned Green Bay’s decision to let Davis
score on second-and-goal from the 1 instead of attempting a time-consuming
goal-line stand. After the touchdown, the
Packers had 1:45 and two timeouts to come
back.

They reached the Denver 31 before John
Mobley clinched it for the Broncos when he
tipped Brett Favre’s pass intended for
Robert Brooks with 28 seconds remaining.
"At least we made it interesting," Green
Bay coach Mike Holmgren said. "It was a
strategy I felt was our only chance to win.
There would have been only 10 or 15 seconds left the other way."
Shanahan thought there might be more
time - a minute or more. And if the Packers
had resisted, they might have held the
Broncos to a field goal, meaning that if
they reached the 31, they would have been
in range for an attempt at a tying field
goal.
"You can think of it in different ways,"
he said. "Indianapolis beat them by kneeling down and then kicking and there was
no time left. It’s funny. That touchdown
looked awfully easy from the field. It wasn’t until I saw the replay later that I realized how easy it was."
The fact that there’s second-guessing
makes it obvious this Super Bowl was
indeed special. In 10 of the 13 games during the NFC streak, the final half of the
last quarter was just a matter of running
out the clock.
Yee, this was the best of Super Bowls.

Denver
Broncos
kicker Jason
Elam jumps
for joy after
booting a 51 yard field
goal. The kick
was the second longest in
Super Bowl
history, helping the
Broncos end
a 13 -year
AFC drought
in the Super
Bowl.
Jay Clenclenitil Special to the Daily

CLASSIFIED
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no clan for products or
services advertised below nor Is
there any guarantee Impled. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT

WAREHOUSE POSITION
AVAILABLE MON. - FRI.
Part-time 3pm to 7pm
Detail Onented Order Puller
$6.00 Per Hour
Work for a company that
truly appreciates its staff.
Apply in person.
1404 So. 7th St. San Jose
Corner of 7th & Alma.
STUDENT &/er PRO THERAPISTS
for Autistic girl. $12+/hour, more
for expenence. Paid training. Parttime afternoons & weekends.
Please call 408/946-8211.

BOOKKEEPER/ADMIN ASST. to
President. Flex PT schedule.
Quickbooks, Excel expenence req.
Child Care available. KidsPark
corporate office near Valley Fair.
Call 260-7929 or FAX resume to Restaurant
Los Gatos
260-7366.
Willow Glen
& Camden Park
MT VEW PERFORFAING ARTS MR
hiring exp. Sr. Ticket Svc. Reps/ Work with the best coffee beans
Sr. Stagehands. 20 hrs/wk. excl. and the best human beans. Our
benefits. Call 650/903-6310 for South Bay stores are currently
into/read application. Filing interviewing for part-time retail
sales positions. Competitive pay,
deadline: Feb. 20, 1998.
medical, dental, domestic partner
TEACHERS FOR PT after school coverage. 401(k), paid vacation &
Science Club (It 6th grade). sick time, discounts, & promotional
Science and Education Majors are opportunities. Apply at 1140
encouraged to apply. $15.00/hr. Lincoln Avenue NC in San Jose.
2.8 hours per week. Please call 798-1 Blossom Hill Road in Los
Gatos or 2035 Camden Ave. in
1-800213-9796.
Camden Park. We encourage
applications from people of all
lookMONTESSORI
REPUTABLE
ing for daycare staff person. ages. races & ethnic backgrounds.
PEET’S
Working
Hours 2:30pm 6:30pm.
COFFEE & TEA
with elementary aged children.
hotline:
888-peets15
408/723-5140.
e-mail: jobs@peets.com
BABYSITTER WANTED for 9 & 6
year olds. after school. 20 hrs/ INTERACT ACCESSORIES, INC.,
week. max. Must be reliable, weld’s largest manufacturer/marketer
mature, with own transportation. of garring accessones a-ncontrollers
Psych or Ed major preferred. for the PC. N64, PlayStation etc. is
opening Product Development facility
$9/hr. 739-7764.
in Si area. Positions avail: Product
TUMBUNG/MVIVIT. ED TEACHERS Evangelism, Product/QA Testers 8,
Need a job with a positive working Marketing Support. Prerequisites:
environment? Join the YMCA! P/T, must be superb communicator will,
afternoons. Teaching 38 year olds. intimate knowledge of gaming
industry AND ardent game player.
Contact Debt 226.9622 x 26E0E.
Sr. marketing positions also avail in
CENTER FOR AUTISM, Therapist Baltimore. MD headquarters. Send
positions available for individuals resumes to lAl. Attn: Hr. 9611
with BA. or M.A. in psychology or Pulaski Park Dr.. Ballo, MD 21220.
education related fields to work Fax: (410) 238-1434: Email:
jherskowitz@garneShark.com.
with young autisitc children.
Rewarding Opportunity!
CULINARY
Phn: (408) 2801112
Work with commercial equipment
Fax: (408)2804113
at Keystone Restaurant Supply,
preparing food from recipes to
KS
school
DAYCARE TEACHERS.
seeks responsible individuals for generate interest in equipment
extended daycare. P/T in the and to test recipes/variations for
afternoon. No ECE units are future use. Operate test kitchen
required. Previous experience with on Wednesdays. others demos,
children preferred. Please contact etc. as needed. $8/hour. Fax to
408/279.3742.
Cathy at 244.1968 x16.
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Students needed in re immediate
area. Full-time/part-time openings.
Call today 1.650-968.9933.
International Bartenders School.

PHONE: 924-3277

CASHIERS NEEDED TO WORK
PALO ALTO SCHOOL DISTRICT
at remodeled Chevron stations.
Child Care Centers
2 locations, F/T. P/T, flexible
Teacher & Aide Subs needed.
Teachers-$70/day (permit needed) hours. Call 295-3964. Ask for
Aides-510.20/hr. (am. or p.m. his) Ophelia.
650-329-3742 for an application.
NOW IS THE TIME TO FIND A .108
650-856-0876 for information.
for the New Year. Teleservices
SECURITY
Bureau needs outgoing personaliFull and Part Time Positions
ties with great voices for nationGraves, Swings and Weekends
wide projects. Flex hours. Music,
Performing Arts. and Sales/MarLow key job sites
keting majors are encouraged to
Will train
apply. Call Maria ASAP. 360-1370
Abcom Pnvate Security
to see if you qualify.
408-247-4827
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
$50 Hiring Bonus!
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown San.’ ose.
Inner City Express,
22W. Saint John St. San Jose.

51.000’s WEEKLY!! Stuff
envelopes at home for $2 each
plus bonuses. F/T, P/T. Make
$800+ weekly, guaranteed!
Free supplies. For details,
send one stamp to: N-28,
12021 Wilshire BL, Suite 552.
Los Angeles, CA 90025.

ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
PLUS seeking FIT & P/T Teachers
TUTORING
and Aides. Substitute positions
are also available that offer flexible hours, ECE units preferred but ENGUSH TUTOR
not required. Please contact Speaking. Writing & Editing
Expenenced with the needs
Cathy at 2441968 x16.
of Foreign Students,
*IMMEDIATE OPENINGS"
Credentialed Teacher & MA.
Call Jessica (4081978-8034.
Receptionist. Office Clerk
Sales, Customer Support
Technician. Testing Optr.
Warehouse Clerk
WORD PROCESSING
Call 408/9428888
*AFFORDABLE &EXPIERIENCED
or fax to 408/9428280
Graduate Studies. Thesis, Term
Elec-tronix Staffing Services, EOE
Papers, Nursing, Group Projects.
1778 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas
Resisres. Al Formats. Specializing
Hwy 680 exit Landess Ave.
tum left at Clear Lake Ave.
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ yrs Exp.
WP 5.1/113Laser. PAM’S
TEACHERS high quality, licensed
drop-in childcare centers for 2-12 PROFF_SSIONAL WCRD PROCESSIC.
247-2681. 8am-8pm.
year olds.
Flex PT/FT positions
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Days. Eve, Weekends
Min 6 ECE required
Science & English papers/theses
Team environment
our specialty. Laser printing.
Benefits available
APA. Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
Call Corp Office 260-7929.
and other services available on
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
either WordPerfect or Word.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
P/T - Elementary Schools.
Degree or Oedential NOT Required. Call Paul or Virginia 408-251.0449.
Opportunity lc( Teaching Experience.
Need Car.
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
Voce Mal: (408)287 4170 et 408
OR NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE??
ECE/ME
Term papers, thesis, resumes,
group projectsetc. I have a
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
typewriter to complete your
sell discount subcnptrons to Bay applications for reed/law Kiwi, etc.
Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
Will transcribe your taped
Flexible firs. 9am.9pm. Downtown
interviews or research notes.
near lightrail 4 blocks from SJSU.
Fax Machine. Notary Public.
Hourly $$ plus bonus. Media
Call ANNA at 972 4992.
Promotions 494-0200.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

AUTOS FOR SALE
’90 FORD T -BIRD. Very Clean.
Light Silver-Blue. Good Condition.
Runs Great. Auto trans. AM/FM
Cass, Power extras. All service
records. $4950.obo. If interested,
call 227.1145.

COMPUTER ETC
FOR SALE
11-85 GRAPHING CALCULATOR
w/manual & data cable $85. obo.
Call Swill@ 408-223-6585.

FOR

SALE

REFRIG. TV, S1ERB3, lawn Mower,
Mirror, Lamp. More. Excellent
Condition. Low pnces. 374-7564.

SPORTS/THRILLS
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration expenenced by
skydiving! Tandem, Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634-7575.

INSURANCE
LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE
Low Down / Monthly Payments
No Driver Refused
"Cancelled or Rejected
Dui "Suspended License
*Accidents *Tickets
"Immediate SR Filings
"Good Dnver Discount
Non/Owner Operator
Sam - 8prn, Monday- Saturday
Free Phone Quotes
"Call Us Now
(408) 241-5400
ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
’Good Rates for NonGood Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" ’Family Multi-car"
CALL TODAY 296 5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

AGENcy

FOR NATioNAL

SHARED HOUSING

HEALTH&MMTY

SERVICES

ROOM WANTED. Chinese couple.
grad students, looking for room to
rent with American family. We’re
quiet, clean non-smokers. Prefer
to be near public trans. Will pay
up to $500. and/or some work in
exchange. Please call 923-5357.

ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose
2474488.

WRITING HELP. Fast professional
editing. rewriting, ghostwriting.
Essays, letters, application
statements, proposals, reports,
etc. For more info, please call
Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554.
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall

MEN & WOMEN
S’VALE ROOM FOR RENT, large PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
bath $400. Lir pad. Phone hookup. Stop shaving. waxing, tweezing
Single, quiet. clean. 749.9950.
or using chemicals. Let us penna
nently remove your unwanted hair.
Back Chest Lip - Bikini Chin
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
RENTAL HOUSING
receive 15% discount. First appt.
STUDIO APT FOR ONE PERSON. 1/2 pnce if made before 5/30/98.
$675/mo. $500 sec. dep. Util pd. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow. 621 E.
Campbell Ave. 517, Campbell.
Parking. No pets.Call 259 7040,
(408) 379-3500.
2 BDRM. APARTMENT- 5950/MO.
ADVERTISE YOUR BUSINESS
Security type building
Spartan Daily Classifieds
Secure Parking
Cheap, Easy, Effective,
Close In
Modem Building
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295.6893.

POLONSKY PIANO SCHOOL
30 Years Teaching Experience
Dr. Viktor and Anna Polonsky
Russian Trained Concert Pianists
"Professors of Piano
National Teachers Guild Assn
National Suzuki Assn.
INDIVIDUAL PIANO LESSONS
Starting $20/hr.
Call 408.241-6662
in Santa Clara fix yoar
FIRST FREE LESSON-INTERVEW

ANNOUNCEMENTS
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN!
Only $57 00 per year
Save 30% 609
on your dental needs
For info call 1 800 6553225

OPPORTUNITIES
KILLER PHONE CARD RATES:
Call anywhere USA or 11 94,
minute Call anywhere Mexico for
295 ,minute Ven reliable service
$.2i) .iris ,6a,lattle
$5. $10
want
Two very
ed Easy In ... .
Sper.ial tnai .nir
on any
additional into,,
message at 416,0 i 11)5.1

RATES EAU

408-924-3277

Print your ad here.

OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Women ages 21.29. healthy.
responsible, all nationalities.
Give the gift of fife!
$3.000 stipend & expenses paid.
Bolus for Chnese & Japanese donors.
PLEASE CALL WWFC
800-314-9998

LILILIULLILILICIULIQULILILILIJULIJOILILLILILILIUJ

Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer Vte
reader to sprici8c telephone
numbers or add,
for
additional Information
Cleselfled readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should requir complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully Mvestlgele all firms
offering implement listings
orcoupons for discount
wagons or merchend I se .

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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MISSING SOMETHING/
Need a spintual boost?
Need a break? Try Out:
The Enlightenment Support Group
Ongoing Sundays 6:00PM
@The Book CafØ Center
3483.95 S. Bascom
(4081978-8034
GnostrAll farts & rteadenomnabored
Others sof its always new and vital:
it supports me in my life..."
1 get in contact with the real me."
"lexpenence wholeness."
Suggested Donation:
The pnce you pay for a movie.

Daily

INSTRUCTION

TELEMARKETING POSITIONS
available. Easy hours. Good
money. Ask for Mike. 261 1323.

it EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to $600/month’
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males. 19-40 years old.
Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
1650-324.1900, M F. 84:30.

FAX: 924-3282

CROSS WO
ACROSS

1 Rope fiber
5 Captain’s
command
10 Fountain treat
14 Opera song
15 Dance spot
16 Comply
17 Comedienne
Tomlin
18 Available
19 Disguise
20 Tot’s toy
22 Outlaw James
23 ’ Got the
World on a
String’
24 Method of
meditation
25 Streep or Hawn
29 Gambling
33 Veal and mutton
14 Scarlet!, home
36 Disparaging
remark
37 Psyche parts
TA Cut on the slant
39 Vexation
40 Fence opening
.1., Afresh
43 Stop
4’, Pasta -sauce
flavoring
47 Moved Swiftly
49 Vapor
611 The Greate,0
51 Coffee
chocolate mix
54 Deserted place
60 Lotion
ingredient
61 New Orleans
pro
62 Fairy-tale giant
63 Singer Turner
64 Therefore
65 Female
sandpipers
66 - the Irne
followed the
rules

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

0121000121 GOO MOO
=OMR MO MOROI
@MEW MI= NEMO
COMMUMEIMMUMM
MUM CUM MOO=
MOMM MOO OM
000MUMO 130111 MUG
MEM MUD DOM DWO
WM MUM OMMOUOU
MU WOO MOM
NOOMM
MOUUM
MUMMUMUMMUM
OWN MO MOMMWO
MOM MO DOOM=
01211
MMO MMIEMMO
67 Church official
68 Dispatched

DOWN
1 Sentry s order
2 Buffalo s lake
3 like some
condiments
4 Profitable
discovery
Sun-dried
bricks
6 Climbing plant
7 Cinema canine
8 Blemish
9 - banana
10 Instants
II Loose robes
12 Not as much
13 Little kid
21 Designer St
Laurent
22 Plane
24 Enthusiasm
25 Mexican friend
26 Aromatic wood
Ta e a sip
28 Pool member

29 Makes beer
30 Epic by
Homer
31 Medical worker
32 Avarice
35 Blvd
38 Forbids
41 Intellectual
43 Sect
44 Reporters’
bosses
46 Battery size
48 Cruet
holder
51 "Melrose Place"
role
52 Medley
53 Ice-cream
holder
54 Celt
55 Posterior
upon a
56
time"
57 Curved
molding
58 Songbird
59 Aerie
61 The girl

LLIQUILILIIJULILILIILILILILLIL1L1LEJLILILIILILIULIJLILI
Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
One
Two
Three
Day
Days
Days
3 lines
$7
$9
$5
4 lines
$10
$6
$8
5 IWIOS
$7
$9
$11
6 lines
$10
$12
$e
$1 for each additional line

After the fifth day, rate increases by $1 per day
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 fines

Please check /
one classification:

Nan-.

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

10.14 lines $90
$70
15-19 lines $110

Five Adding,
Days
$13 C" M1 SI.,
$14
Pht1,0
$15
$16
Send check or money order b
Spartan Daily Classifieds
Sari Jcee State University
SanJose, CA 95192-0149

"I-

Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209
Deadline 1000 a m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid
No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (408)924-3277

Campus Clubs*
Greek Messages’
Events’
Announcements’
Lost and Found"’
Volunteers’
For Sale’
Autos For Sale*
Computers Etc ’
Wanted’
Employment
Opportunities

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be
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’Jackie Brown’
author Leonard
to read at SJSU

"Hey, boys, by God I believe I’ve found a gold mine,"

By Leah Bower
Staff Writt.f

150 years later, crowds commemorate California’s golden history

James Marshall, lan.24, 1848
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Crime novelist Elmore Leonard, whose novel "Rum Punch" was
released as the movie "Jackie Brown," will be reading from his latest
novel, "Cuba Libre," tonight at San Jose State University.
"Elmore Leonard is probably the greatest writer of mysteries in
our time," said Jack Crane, dean of the College of Humanities and
director of the Center for Literary Arts, which is sponsoring the
event.
"Rum Punch" is the most recent of Leonard’s novels to be released
as a movie. His 1990 novel, "Get Shorty," was released in 1995 and
starred John Travolta, Danny DeVito and Gene Hackman. "Touch"
was filmed in 1996. A movie version of "Valdez is Coming," also a
Leonard work, was released in 1970.
Leonard’s crime stories focus on small-time heroes and villains of
America, described in a spare, straight-ahead writing style influenced by Ernest Hemingway and John Steinbeck, according to a
press release issued by San Jose State University’s Office of Public
Affairs.
"I see my characters as being most important, how they bounce off
one another, how they talk to each other, and the plot just sort of
comes along," Leonard said in the release.
According to the public affairs office, Leonard began his career
writing western stories for magazines in the early 1950s. His novel
"Hombre" was named one of the 25 best western novels of all time
by the Western Writers of American in 1977 after being released as
a movie in 1967.
He is now the author of 34 novels and has been acclaimed by
reviewers as one of America’s prominent genre writers.
Leonard will speak in the Morris Dailey Auditorium at 7 p.m. and
will be available to sign copies of his books in the Spartan Bookstore

Spice ’Girl power’
dominates annual
Music Awards
LOS ANGELES (AP) The light and sassy Spice Girls used "girl
power to dominate the American Music Awards Monday night, winning three awards and beating out such heavyweights as U2 and
The Wallflowers
The Spice. Girls, who were in Ireland preparing for a tour, ruled
the pop-rock category, winning the best album award and being
named favorite new artist and best group.
Although the all -girl group has been slammed by critics, that
doesn’t affect the American Music Awards, which are handed out
based on a national sampling of approximately 20,000 people.
The emotional centerpiece of the show came in a tribute for the
ailing Frank Sinatra. His daughter, Nancy, accepted the special
Award of Merit.
"I bring you greetings from the coolest guy on the face of the planet next to Puff Daddy my daddy!" the entertainer’s daughter said.
included live perbroadcast on ABC
The three-hour show
formances by Garth Brooks and Boyz II Men, who were named best
soul/rhythm and blues group.
Reba McEntire saluted her competitors while accepting her trophy for favorite female country artist.
"I do not take it for granted that you have nominated me along
with two beautiful and talented women," said McEntire, who beat
out Leann Rimes and Shania Twain.
Julio Iglesias defeated his own son Enrique to win as favorite
Latin artist.
"This is funny because you know when they tell you that your son
is against you in competition, you feel a little like your brain is in
another place because I adore my kids," Iglesias said.
In the alternative category, Hush was named favorite artist, beating out the Mighty Mighty liosstones and Sublime.
George Strait won two awards, best male country artist and
favorite country album for "Carrying Your Love with Me."
Erykah Badu was named favorite soul/rhythm and blues new
artist.
"I’d like to thank the creator for giving my this gift to share with
y’all," said Battu, wearing her trademark turban, this one green.
Sinatra’s tribute include fellow crooner Tony Bennett, who
showed black -and -white clips the singer going back to the 1940s.
Ms. Sinatra accepted the award for her 82-year-old father, who
has not been seen in public since suffering a heart attack a year ago.
"When I left the house, Dad said ’Give all the fans a hug for me,
because they made me possible.’ So consider yourself hugged by the
Chairman of the Board: she said.
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SJSU Alumni of ’78. Larry Baugarder, pans for gold on the American River at the sesquicentennial of the California Gold Discovery in
Coloma

Coloma revisited: 10,000 celebrate, pan for gold
By Susan Shaw
Solt Writer
Coloma, Calif. Thousands flocked to
Coloma last weekend, including Gov. Pete
Wilson, to commemorate the sesquicentennial of John Marshall’s gold discovery on
Jan. 24, 1848.
According to Huell Howser, the event’s
Master of Ceremonies, Marshall’s find
and his subsequent bragging about it in
every saloon from the Sierra foothills to
Monterey helped initiate the Ian!. At voluntary migration in history known as the
California Gold Rush.
Locals in the tiny foothill town, many of
whom are descendents of gold rush miners,
believe the event established the U.S. as a
place where unimaginable prosperity was
possible.
"It turned the United States from a
place where you could make a living, to a
place where you could make a fbrtune,"
said Matt Sugarman, superintendent of
the Marshall Gold Discovery Park in
Coloma.
At the event’s opening ceremony
Saturday, historians and politicians credited the discovery with helping define modern California.
"Since that time (the gold discovery) it
has drawn to California risk takers, pioneers, people who would blaze new trails in
education, science and industry. That’s the
great California tradition," said Gov. Pete

San Jose Repertory Theatre
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9 BALL TOURNAMENT
Saturday, January 31, 1 :00pm
in the Student Union Bowling Center
The Winner will represent SJSU at the ACU-I
Regional Recreation Tournament, which will be
held February 20 - 22 at CSU, FULLERTON.
Entry Fee 57.50
Must be paid at time of entry
Must be enrolled for a minimum of 3 units at SJSU,
and have a current 2.0 grade point average.
Entry forms available at the
Student Union Bowling Center
For more Information call the Bowling Center at 924-6400

Sesquicentennial," a two-year-long series
of statewide events that will celebrate the
150th anniversaries of the Gold Rush of
1849 and California’s admission as a state
in 1850.
According to Dr. Carole Carter of SJSU’s
History Department, the discovery also
catapulted California into near instant
statehood.
The commission chairman took it a step
further.
"Without that gold discovery, this state
would have languished as a military territory into the 20th century," Starr said.
In addition to accelerating statehood,
Carter also credited the event with helping
America achieve its Manifest Destiny, the
belief that one day the country would span
the continent to the Pacific Ocean.
Russ Cochiolo, a history teacher from
San Jose’s Independence High School, was
in Coloma participating in a living history
recreation.
Dressed in period buckskin, Cochiolo
said organizers asked him to represent
Caleb Greewood, who led the first successful wagon train to California in 1844 and
whose party had a San Jose connection.
"A lot of people from that party in 1844
settled in San Jose and were influential in
its history," Cochiolo said.
Attendance at the two-day event was
initially anticipated to be 6,000, according
to Sugarman, but opening day crowds were
higher at around 10,000.

Wilson, addressing the gathering.
"Today we also celebrate a different kind
of gold California’s high technology,"
Wilson said, pointing out that California
technology exports have exceeded the
value of all gold found in the last 150 years.
Dr. Kevin Starr, California state librarian and chairman of the Sesquicentennial
Commission, linked the gold discovery to
California’s current success.
"That moment was almost like the DNA
code of California that gave us the capacity for technology," Starr said.
Panning for real gold on a river bank
nearby the festivities was San Jose State
University Alumnus and former Spartan
Daily
editorial
Cartoonist
Larry
Baumgartner.
Dressed in 49er attire, Baumgartner
was one of the hundreds of volunteers who
participated in living history recreations.
Has he made his fortune yet?
"No, but it’s a lot of fun," he said. "I tell
people to try it, but not to get discouraged.
Certainly there’s gold, you just have to
have patience."
The Coloma commemoration included
the dedication of a gold discovery research
library, a re-enactment of the defining
moment, period-style entertainment, many
living history recreations and booths selling everything from homemade soaps to
hot apple cider.
The festivities kicked off the "California
Gold
Discovery
to
Statehood
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He Loves Her, She Loves Him
He’s Not Who He Seems To Be
But, Neither Is She.
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An Irresistible Valentine Come
tcruiitius
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Run for
Associated Students
Government!
stinigionorig
STEP #1

STEP #2

Ittlend the
Information SessionJanuary 29Ih 4:311,S,SOpm
In the Coslanorm Room
(Student Unlonl

Attend the
Candidate Orientation:
Thursday, February S. 1991
4 Spnl In the Council Chambers
of the Student Union
Iltes Is the Filing Deadline Dotal

Applications Available beginning
Monday January 12, 1998 in the Associated
Students Ooverrunent Office in the
upper level of the Student Union.
CaU (408)924-5955 for more information.
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by Marivaux
translated & adapte
stephen Wadsworth
lanuery 25 - Febr
101 Paseo de Son Auto

408-291-2255
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Student Special. Ian. 28 & 29 - 8pm

Tickets -$5
"Hey, It’s Cheaper than a Movie"
Stiwients 1/2 pike
All Otter performsown
Potrleme

